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Our planet is in 
jeopardy



Water pollution
Air pollution



Destruction of ozon 
layer Accumulation of 

toxic wastes



Destruction & depletion of 
forests, soil, water, energy...



Emission of greenhouse gases



Enviromental changes impact

 the survival of all living species
 the integrity of the earth
 the security of nations
 the heritage of future generations





Urgent action is 
needed

• reversing the trend & 
reparing the damage

• changing people’s and 
institutions’ behaviors 

• research



Green Library 
Movement

• emerged in the early 1990s

• main concern is reducing 
libraries’ environmental 
impact



Terminology 

 Sustainability is not a synonym for 
environmentalism

 Sustainable development 
 social 
 economic 
 environmental 



Terminology 

Being green

 taking environmental 
issues into account 
when making 
choices

Being sustainable 

 consume resources 
at a rate no faster 
than they can renew 
themselves, and 
generate waste at a 
rate no faster than 
can be assimilated 
by the environment



Terminology 

Green IS

 a system designed to 
minimize green-house 
gas emission 
throughout its lifecycle 
from content creation 
to distribution, access, 
use, and disposal

Carbon footprint 

 the total amount of 
greenhouse gases 
produced to directly 
and indirectly support 
human activities, 
usually expressed in 
equivalent tons of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) 



Green libraries

 libraries have been practicing 
sustainability from the beginning

 loaning practice - re-use of the same 
materials extensively reduces trees 
harvested 



Talloires Declaration

 the first official statement for a commitment 
to environmental sustainability in higher 
education

 composed in 1990
 signed by over 40 countries 
 an action plan for

 educating environmentally responsible citizens,
 fostering environmental literacy for all
 incorporating sustainability in the operations of 

universities 
 forced academic libraries to start going green 



Green library – multi-faceted 
concept

 green buildings
 green operations and practices
 green programs and services
 green information systems
 green collections



Green buildings

 One of the heaviest consumers of natural 
resources and produce a significant portion 
of the greenhouse gas emissions

 Buildings in the U.S. today 

 consume 72% of electricity produced, and 55%
of natural gas use

 generate about 40% of total greenhouse gas 
emissions 



Buildings share of energy 
consumption



Primary energy end use splits

Commercial Residential



Green buildings

 is a structure that is designed, built, 
renovated, operated, or reused in an 
ecological and resource efficient manner

 help using finite energy resources 
prudently and reduce the carbon 
footprints of these buildings



Greening buildings

 use electricity and water efficiently
 installing solar or geothermal energy systems 
 use of water-harvesting systems
 use of double-panel windows
 use of low-flush and dual-flush

 use sustainable materials and resources
 use of building materials, furnishings, and fixtures 

with recycled content
 use of refurbished materials and products
 use of products (building materials, furniture and 

consumables) made from natural materials



Scottsdale’s Arabian Library -
Arizona



Villanueva Public Library -
Columbia



Vennesla Library - Norway



Central Public Library -
Singapore



Delft University of Technology  
Library - the Netherlands



King Fahad National Library –
Saudi Arabia



Cambridge Public Library -
USA



Green operations & practices
 reusing or donating the items instead of 

disposing
 separating the waste and providing onsite-

recycling collection
 eliminating use of plastics 
 reducing paper use and minimizing printing

 routing print materials rather than making 
multiple copies

 setting copier/printer default to duplex
 reusing paper
 using recycled paper



Green operations & practices
 using electronic/digital communication
 using shared e-mail folders as searchable 

repositories for information and content
 using electronically completed/submitted forms
 using products/consumables with recyclable 

content
 procuring refurbished items when possible
 purchasing locally
 using environmentally friendly cleaning products 

instead of toxic chemical cleaners
 using stairs rather than elevators
 re-filling toner cartridges rather than buying new
 recycling toner cartridges and choosing “green” 

inks



Green operations & practices
 having every-other light off where possible
 installing energy-efficient lighting
 using motion sensors
 shutting down computers when the library is 

closed to the public
 using LCD monitors
 using natural lighting and ventilation
 choosing and using Energy Star compliant 

computer components
 consolidating servers in large institutions
 having older computers repaired
 finding reputable recyclers of e-waste



Green programs & services

 collecting and promoting materials with 
environmental themes 

 providing resources and information on green 
living and environmental issues

 organizing educational outreach programs 
and workshops on adopting green practices
 growing food
 alternative medicines
 food security
 recycling



Unusual & creative services

 creating community gardens to educate 
patrons about successful gardening practices

 maintaining tool-lending (for gardening)
 serving as depository for local seeds 
 lending watt meters to be checked out by 

users to measure at home or office how much 
electricity an electronic appliance consumes 
(in use and not in use). Main aim of this green 
service is to help individuals to be aware of 
their consumption and reduce their electric 
footprint as well as save money and become 
energy smart 





















Green information systems

 there is an information retrieval system behind 
every IS that provides access to the 
information and in return consumes energy 
and generates CO2 emission

 Information systems and services make 
extensive use of ICT 

 increased use of ICT has a significant impact 
on energy consumption and greenhouse gas 
emission 



Estimates for environmental 
impact of ICT 
 a typical computer running for a day (24 hours) 

creates 494 kg CO2  
 hosting a mere 10MB of data produce 2-1/2 kilos 

of CO2
 the energy consumed by servers and data centers 

is doubled over five year’s time and the 
infrastructure for these data centers requires 
electricity for power and cooling, and they “can 
be more than 40 times as energy intensive as 
conventional office buildings

 the Internet consumes between 170 and 307 GW 
(Giga Watt) of electricity which is equivalent to 11-
19% of the total energy usage of the humanity



Estimates for environmental 
impact of ICT 
 a Google search causes between 1g-10g (gram) 

CO2 emissions depending on the time involved 
and the equipment used as well as whether the 
equipment/computer is started or not

 Billions of searches are conducted daily to find 
information not only on the web, but also on 
library catalogs, databases, institutional 
repositories, e-resources such as books and 
journals

 Google estimates several billions of search (about 
6 billion in 2013) per day

 In 2010 Google’s total electricity consumption was 
2.26 million MWh



Key enablers of green IR

 standardization in processes and practices

 sharing resources (cloud computing)

 reusing content and tools

 green user behavior with regard to energy 
usage, business practices, and lifestyle



Green collections & collection 
development

 selection

 de-selection

 material format



Selection & de-selection

 Selection is about building up collections 
on environmental issues (green 
computing, organic gardening, energy 
conservation, etc.)

 De-selection is weeding of outdated or 
worn library materials. Green de-selection 
is about recycling and reusing weeded 
materials 



Material format: 
Print versus electronic
 There has been a long debate regarding their 

environmental impact (carbon footprint) 

 there are numerous studies which compare 
the two formats by listing the benefits each 
type brings

 there are contradicting opinions about their 
environmental friendliness 

 both have positive and negative  impacts 



Environmental impact of print 
sources
 harvesting trees (which would otherwise serve as 

CO2 storage)

 producing paper

 publishing and transporting published materials

 in US paper manufacturing consumes over 15% of all 
the energy used by all types of manufacturing 
process

 Publishers today participate in Green Print Initiative 
by using recycled paper and harvesting fewer trees 



Environmental impact 
electronic sources
 storage and distribution of data (electricity used in 

user end and data centers)
 the world’s ICT ecosystem uses about 1,500 TWh of 

electricity annually, equal to all the electric 
generation of Japan and Germany combined

 The zettabyte era already uses about 50% more 
energy than global aviation

 e-waste disposal
 toxic clean-up (lead, mercury, cadmium)
 multiplying digital copies (forwarding, creating 

several copies)
 Increased paper use (printing digital material)



Information literacy & 
environment
 information literacy (as a meta literacy) is closely 

linked with environmental literacy
 information literacy skills help to develop and 

improve environmental literacy skills
 information literacy helps accessing and selecting 

the most relevant, current and reliable information 
sources to make well informed decisions on 
environmental issues

 critical thinking helps to critically evaluate 
information on environmental issues 

 critical thinking helps to perceive and interpret the 
relative health of environmental systems



Information literacy & 
environment

 even unintentionally, information literacy skills 
facilitate going green by pursuing knowledge 
and practices that can lead to more 
environmentally friendly actions 

 advanced search skills help to develop better 
search strategies, which, in turn, bring better 
results in a shorter time span, and leave fewer 
carbon footprints



Green information literacy

 is a set of conventional skills expanded to 
include sustainable thinking

 sustainable thinking -considering how our 
information behavior, choices and 
actions affect environment- is 
indispensable and additional component 
of green information literacy



Sustainable thinking
 is as important as critical thinking

 placing it among the core components of 
information literacy materializes 
transformation towards green information 
literacy

 hence, individuals will be more aware of the 
impact of their information behaviors on 
ecological, economic, and social systems 
and this will lead to more ecologically 
responsible actions, which can help protect 
the environment



Green information literacy 
instruction
 embracing green operations and 

practices

 embedding sustainable thinking

 raising awareness by using green topics 
and resources as the basis for information 
literacy instruction sessions



Embracing green operations & 
practices
 using resources (materials and energy) prudently and 

reducing carbon footprints (the amount of greenhouse 
gases) produced during instructional activities

 reducing or reusing of paper by reduced distribution of 
printed flyers and training material (printing on-demand)

 using both sides of the papers
 using recycled paper
 using re-usable utensils during the breaks
 collecting in the end of the sessions and re-using training 

materials
 turning off lights when the instruction session ends
 switching off computers and monitors after the instruction
 using natural lighting and ventilation when possible
 collecting recyclable waste which is produced during the 

sessions and make sure they are recycled 



Embedding sustainable 
thinking
 it is about making users concious about how to go 

green while searching, selecting, using and 
communicating information

 information literacy instruction is a good 
opportunity for libraries to help users to shift their 
thinking towards sustainability

 this can be carried out by demonstrating factual 
figures and drawing their attention to 
environmental impacts of their information 
behaviors and actions. 



Embedding sustainable 
thinking
 presenting facts and figures on environmental 

impact of IL actions (energy comsumption 
and CO2 emission generated) will increase
the awareness and motivation of users to act 
responsibly in all activities where they use their 
information literacy skills 

 by a web search while teaching how to 
develop effective search strategies 

 paper vs electronic sources
 the use of ICT 



Conclusions

 understanding the impact of everyday 
information choices on the environment 
becomes more important 

 instruction librarians can play a key role 
here by fostering sustainable thinking into
information literacy instruction



Conclusions 
 we need to recognize the need for more 

information on the concept of green 
information literacy and how information 
literacy instruction can embrace 
sustainable thinking

 very little written on this subject and 
further research is needed to elaborate 
more on the possible practices



Conclusions
 we expect that this study will pave the 

way for further research 

 we like to invite information literacy 
experts, instructors and researchers to 
think about it and discover new 
dimensions to its definition and practice



Recommendations
 promoting scholarly research
 developing expertise in environmental issues and green library 

practices
 embedding sustainable thinking into information literacy concept 

and instruction
 adapting information literacy standards to embrace environmental 

view-points and sustainable thinking
 writing reports on how information literacy instruction can support 

environmental sustainability and sharing them with the decision 
makers to get support

 embedding sustainability into information literacy policy 
documents as well as library policy and strategic planning

 collaboration for information literacy instruction with faculty in 
disciplinary areas which touch on studies of the environment and 
sustainability

 compiling factual information on the impact of information 
behaviors and actions on environment and presenting and sharing 
these information widely with the users

 exploring means of sharing ideas on going green in information 
literacy activities



Final words
 green information literacy and greening 

information literacy instructional initiatives 
can contribute, in different ways, to the 
creation of a greener environment, and 
should be seen as an important 
component of the Green Library 
Movement



Thanks
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